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Abstract
This study aims to propose elaborative theoretical framework to assess factors that influences
creativity. We combine (Teresa et al., 1996; Jothi & Hin, 2015; Lin & Liu, 2012; Yeh & Huan,
2017) models featuring work and its environmental related factors into one holistic
framework to assess the antecedents and consequence of creativity. We propose two level
mediation to assess the effect of environmental variables on innovation and motivations
through creativity as well as Job Stressors. Environmental factors included Leaders Behavior,
Freedom, Resources, Social Support, Workload, Perceived Organizational Support, Person
job fit, and Challenging work. Perceived Organizational Support was further affected by
Organizational impediments, Supervisory encouragement, and Work group supports. These
factors influences Job Stressors that include Challenge and Hindrance stressors, and work
pressures in environment. These stressors further affect creativity as proposed by Zhang &
Wee (2018). We also categorize creativity into Quantity and Quality as per Yeh & Huan,
(2017). Empirical validity was established by conducting a survey of employees in high
creativity sectors like IT, Educational and Advertisement. Result shows that among work and
environmental factors, only Leaders Behavior, Perceived Organizational Support, and
Challenging work significantly affect job stressors. On the contrary, job stressors significantly
affect both Quantity and Quality of creativity. However, subsequent effect of creativity on
innovation and motivation could not be established.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Background to the Study
Creativity is prominently well known and celebrated for generation of novel and useful ideas
for any organization that works for satisfying peoples’ evolving needs, for that organization
are in need to form a trustworthiness among the employees and indulge them decision
making processes, appreciating the workers and establishing appropriate norms that
employees deserve, in such environment one can see creativity grow and eventually obtain
benefits (Ohly, 2018). However many organizational behavior researchers are putting great
attention to workload because it is effecting employee psychological health and wellbeing
and also effecting organizational performance (Jex et al., 2001). Most organizational behavior
researcher putting great attention to workload because it effecting employee psychological
health and wellbeing and also effecting organizational performance (Jex, Bliese, Buzzell, &
Primeau, 2001)
In their continuous effort to discover the new paradigms, organization are trying to establish
individual creativity (Gu et al., 2013). According to Davis et al., (2010) the creativity of any
individual can be improved and also it can be taught. However employees are the valuable
assets of any organization when they are inclined towards introducing new ideas by using
their ability of creative performance Collins and Cooke (2013).
According to one research, if you have employees in your organization who implement new
ideas and policy by their creative capabilities, so they will be your valuable asset (Tierney et
al., 1999). Creativity can be described as producing new ideas and make different point of
view. Creativity is about to take an existing problem and solve it, in a new way(Jothi & Hin,
2015). There is no limitation on individual’s creativity it can be taught and improve (Landau,
1937)
In every company some activities are formal and some are informal activities if we talk about
the research perspectives so we can say that both activities are create the problem for
employees creativity (Mayer & Solga, 2008).There is a mediation effect of mindfulness over
the creativity of employee and the creativity further mediates results of creative process
engagement on the performance of employees. Therefore mindfulness of a person plays a role
to stick to and eventually increases the understanding with lesser confusion while it helps in
fostering the focus and eliminate the disconnection of employee understanding (Ngo et al.,
2020). Many researches have been accounted for leadership styles and their impact over the
creativity of employees, for that Cai et al., (2019) showed that entrepreneurial leadership
have a positive relation with employee creativity whereby it helps workplace endeavors to
facilitate employees to achieve more creative ideas through mediating role of self-efficacy
and team efficacy. But a transactional leadership style has suppressed the ways of creativity
for employees in several banks of Pakistan(S. Rahman, 2017). Therefore, in comparison of
transformation leadership and transactional leadership, the later has come up as destroyer for
the employees’ creativity and learning orientation due to continuous dissection. Furthermore
transactional leadership is not found to be apt for generation of creativity among the
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employees. However a transformational leader is advocated as the entertainer for creativity
and has grown its favorability over the time (Ebrahimi et al., 2017).
Our study is accounted to analyze the consequences of workload over innovative creativity of
the employees in Pakistan. However the studies on creativity have been commenced since
mid-20th century and has played an integral role in education and by generating a great wealth
of knowledge through empirical and theoretical views (Hernández-Torrano & Ibrayeva,
2020). On the other hand the information technology and advertising agency are more
inclined toward innovation to produce and develop appealing and also trendy content and
products to attract their customers and stakeholders and obtain benefits from their new
development. To achieve the creative content and innovation organizations tend to put
unusual workload and pressure on their employees, for that, is the same reason for which we
are analyzing the logical pre requisites for the creativity. Such research is expected to address
the right direction to the industry to attain the creativity and innovation in the employees and
simultaneously keeping them productive as well.
1.2 Problem Statement
Sometimes people try to meet their long-term plans with very narrow minded approach which
is generally perceptible for them. It can be observed that, through modifying our perceptions
and evaluating our needs, based on that, when we reframe the way of observing our problems
and meet circumstances with open minded approach we can have the ability to solve complex
problems more efficiently (Kumar, 2017). However, there are a number of factors that have
the power to damage the creativity of employees like if organization follow the culture that
discourages the new idea that comes from the employees so it will decrease the creativity
level of employee, organizational politics are the one reason behind diminishing the
employees’ creativity, bad attitude by the senior management towards employees and also
offensive supervision by the management is the reason to diminishing of the employee
creativity because of these type of cultures of the organizations and bad attitudes by the
senior management demotivates employees towards their job (Teresa M. Amabile et al.,
1996). however according to a study an utter understanding can be established through
creative attitudes that emerge within the firms and they append to enrich the literature
available for creativity through defining the contemporary part that sharing of knowledge
plays. Some organizational climate factors such as, perceived organizational politics and the
quality of relationship are one of the reason that helps creativity to grow within the
organization through usefulness of combined and individual influences in the organization (Z.
Rahman, 2016).
Workplace which is alternative to release the tension in their mind and negative thinking
produce a harmful for the employee creativity (Cowie et al., 2002).
In stressful environment it is somehow hard for Creativity to survive, while it becomes
confusing and further an increased workload pressure density tensions for employees which
then compels individuals to imitate responsive actions therefore to address these issue a
leader should indulge as role model to strengthen the creative self-efficacy of the employees
(Shao et al., 2019a). Although cultural differences among the employs effect their creativity
in manifold therefore Yong et al. (2020) are of opinion that culture has multidimensional
nature therefore it becomes difficult for the person to understand behavior of employees and
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further suggests that to understand cultural impact on creativity one needs to study
holistically rather in isolation.
This paper is destined to achieve solutions to employees’ problems which derive their
motivation to creativity lowest. The redressal of employee grievances has become so
important in Pakistan that in different sectors of Pakistan employees tend to achieve growth
by utilizing their creativity and skills knowledge sharing rather than seniority promotions.
1.3 Gap Analysis
Amabile et al., (1996) Assessed the work environment for creativity. They identified key
environmental conditions that nurture creativity i.e. challenging work, organizational
encouragement, work group support, freedom, absence of organizational impediments,
supervisory encouragement, sufficient resources, and workload pressure. (Glynn, 1996)
explored individual creativity and organizational innovation by using a host of individual
(motivation, personality, expectations), job (novelty, challenge), and organizational (structure,
culture, technology) variables. Jothi & Hin, (2015) examined the effect of workload pressure,
person-job fit and moderating effect of innovation trust on creativity among educators of
private higher education institutions in Malaysia. Lin & Liu, (2012) highlighted the effect of
organizational creativity climate on perceived innovation. It indicated that 27 percent
variance of perceived innovation could potentially be explained by creativity climate. Yeh &
Huan, (2017) explored the factors that influence the creativity of restaurant employees. They
hypothesised that social support within an organization, resources, freedom, and regulations,
strongly impact the creativity of employees.
Meanwhile, with respect to Pakistan, Rabbani & Sarmad (2018) explored the role of creative
self-efficacy between climate for creativity dimensions and creativity among R&D
employees of IT industry of Pakistan. Similarly Usman & Xiao, (2017) have explored the
role ambiguity as an antecedent of the creativity of employees.
To sum up, most of the studies focused on the antecedents of creativity, highlighting job,
human, and organisational factors. However, they fell short in explaining how these factors
effected it. Few studies also focused the onward effect of creativity on variables like
motivation and innovation, but no such study attempted to tackle both of these issues in a
single structural framework. For this, we combine (Teresa M. Amabile et al., 1996; Jothi &
Hin, 2015; Lin & Liu, 2012; Yeh & Huan, 2017) models featuring work and its
environmental related factors into one holistic framework to assess the antecedents and
consequence of creativity. We propose two level mediation to assess the effect of
environmental variables on innovation and motivations through creativity as well as Job
Stressors.
Moreover, no such work was carried out on Pakistan. Furthermore, previous researches were
restricted to specific industry and business sector but in this study empirical validity was
established by conducting a survey of employees in high creativity sectors like IT,
Educational and Advertisement.
1.4 Research Objectives
This study aims to propose elaborative theoretical framework to assess factors that influences
creativity. We combine (Teresa M. Amabile et al., 1996; Jothi & Hin, 2015; Lin & Liu, 2012;
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Yeh & Huan, 2017) models featuring work and its environmental related factors into one
holistic framework to assess the antecedents of creativity. These factors include Leaders
Behavior, Freedom, Resources, Social Support, Workload, Perceived Organizational Support,
Person job fit, and Challenging work. Perceived Organizational Support was further
classified into Organizational impediments, Supervisory encouragement, and Work group
supports. We also categorize creativity into Quantity and Quality as per Yeh & Huan, (2017).
We further proposed a mediation role of Job Stressors that include Challenge and Hindrance
stressors, and work pressures in environment and creativity as proposed by Zhang & Wee
(2018). Although this research is conducted within the Pakistani sector and was conducted on
Information technology industry, Advertising Agencies and Educational Sector.
1.5 Research Question
• How workload effects the creative performance of employees in the IT, Education and
Advertising Industry of Pakistan?
• How does Perceived organizational Support effects the Challenge Stressor in IT,
Education and Advertising Industry of Pakistan?
• How does Perceived organizational Support effects the Hindrance Stressors in IT,
Education and Advertising Industry of Pakistan?
• What is the impact of Creative performance on the Motivation in IT, Education and
Advertising Industry of Pakistan?
• What is the impact of Creative performance on the Innovation in IT, Education and
Advertising Industry of Pakistan?
1.6 Significance
In turn, we propose that the translation of work overload into reduced creative behavior might
not be an automatic process but rather could be countered to the extent that employees have
access to resources that spur their ability or desire to develop new ideas from which their
organization can benefita (Bakker & Xanthopoulou, 2013) Thus, we consider how resource
access may be instrumental for preventing employees from responding negatively to
excessive workloads, in the form of reduced creativity. This issue is especially pertinent for
organizations that function in competitive external environments that require them to impose
significant time pressures on their employees (Altaf & Awan, 2011; Avery et al., 2010).
Moreover, this study will indicate that employees who feel creative about their work may be
better prepared to cope with excessive workloads. Creativity and Passion for work thus
provides an important means that organizations eager to stimulate creativity can use to
mitigate the problems of excessive workloads. Creative people tend to be more involved in
their work, which gives them a greater ability and motivation to deal with unrealistic
timelines and cope with the associated stress, and these features ultimately can be beneficial
for increasing the organization's creative profile. To increase the likelihood that current and
future employees exhibit a strong passion for work, organizations could demonstrate how that
creativity can help resolve a wide range of organizational problems, particularly those that
employees are most interested in at a personal level.
Most important significance of this study is that we propose a frame work which include
different dimensions of workload and creativity, namely (organizational impediments,
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supervisor encouragement, work group support, perceived organizational support, challenge
stressor, hindrance stressor, work pressure, social support, resources adequacy, freedom,
challenge,, work load, person-job, leaders behavior, quality of creativity, quantity of creativity,
motivation and innovation).These dimensions will benefit the organization to tackle the
impact of workload on creativity.
2. Literature Review
2.1 Employee Creativity
Creativity is the process of converting imaginative idea into realistic things and creative
employees in organization can bring the more productivity than non-creative employee’s.
Baer (2012) examined that employee creativity can facilitate the organization to find the
opportunities and quick respond to growth and economic situation.
Shalley & Gilson (2004) contended that manager is one who encourage employee and
provide resources to improve the creativity of employee like they said that organizations
support their employee to improve creativity. But there is difference in opinion that
organizational support effect employee creativity.
Kim et al., (2010) showed that supervision by managers and support from organizations can
improve creativity of employee. Bammens (2013) suggested that employee feel higher
motivation to keep in creative process when they perceive support from organization.
Khazanchi & Masterson, (2011) showed that there is no direct relation between
organizational support and employee creativity. Tang and Chang, (2010) demonstrates that
perceived role ambiguity has direct negative impact on creativity of employee, if the
organization will not define the role of the employees therefore it will not decrease the
creative of employee.
Glazer & Beehr, (2005) examined that the relation between role conflict and employee
creativity is relevant and employee creativity is essential to the growth and success of the
organization, and also the numbers of employees is suffering from the role stress. Tang &
Chang, (2010) indicate that employee creativity is effected by role conflict in a positive
waythat means employee creativity will increase when employee suffering by role conflict.
Therefore, employee creativity will affect by the role conflict and role ambiguity either in a
positive or negative way.
Zhou et al., (2012) shows that specific working condition like challenging work and high job
demand will enhance the capability of employee’s creativity because in a tough working
conditions employees sees a new ways to do the work. De Jonge & Dormann, (2003)
contended that the particular complex working problems are considered valuable to
commence employee’s creativity but only in that condition where employees have
satisfactory cognitive resources.
Coelho & Augusto (2010) contended that in particular situation where employee has direct
relation with their customer and they had to fulfill their demand and they had required to
handle the multiple customer at work, employees need to display their creativity in that way
to bring out their daily practices, this creativity is named as “little-c” (everyday) creativity
than eminent creativity. Version (2004) identified the need of creative employees in service
oriented organization, since service employees need to fulfill the customer need by the
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constructive ideas and the creativity of employees with the solution of customer’s problem
have the potential to effect the customer satisfaction.
Hur et al. (2016) showed that those service oriented employee who experienced incivility on
the workplace have the low level of creativity because incivility have the negative impact on
creativity of service oriented employees through emotional exhaustion and it reduces the
level of intrinsic motivation of employees
Carmeli et al., (2015)contended that the social interaction and relations with other members
of the organization have the positive effect on the creativity of employee, they also analyze
the group and individual’s creativity and social interaction has the positive effect on them
therefore social engagement at workplace have importance in the organization for enhance
the employee creativity.
Dul & Ceylan, (2010) shows that the working environment at the workplace can enhance the
creativity of the employee and there are tools and solution available to appreciate the work
environment that supporting creativity. (Mumford,et al., (2002) contended that there is strong
relationship between effective illness and higher level of creative achievement, but he noted
that this relationship applies on artist, not scientist creativity. George & Zhou (2002)
suggested the mood input model which proposed that when employee experience positive
affect at workplace and also aware that affective state, this is a situation
(Bammens et al., 2013) suggested that employee feel higher motivation to keep in creative
process when they perceive support from organization.
(Khazanchi & Masterson, 2011) showed that there is no direct relation between
organizational support and employee creativity.
(Tang & Chang, 2010) demonstrates that perceived role ambiguity has direct negative impact
on creativity of employee, if the organization will not define the role of the employees
therefore it will not decrease the creative of employee.
(Mumford et al., 2002) contended that there is strong relationship between effective illness
and higher level of creative achievement, but he noted that this relationship applies on artist,
not scientist creativity.
(George & Zhou, 2002) suggested the mood input model which proposed that when
employee experience positive affect at workplace and also aware that affective state, this is a
situation which calls creativity and they interpret that positive mood as an indicator that they
have meet creative goal.
Creativity has been treated with two dimensions of Quality and Quantity (Yeh & Huan, 2017)
however the definition for creativity (McLean, 2005; Ohly, 2018; Yeh & Huan, 2017) opines
that creativity is an approach to the ideas that novel in nature.
2.2 Workload
Workload is about to given the unrelated, undefined task to the employees who are not
qualified for that job. When there is too much work and you have too short period of time,
this is also called workload. Workload is about to having the high amount of work by the
organization and the task which has to completed within given period of time and also about
that condition in which employees has to done work very fast, these kind of situation at
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workplace has linked with decrease the job satisfaction and also it create general
psychological problem and create conflict among the work-family life (Byron, 2005)
This perspective has been hold by many prior studies which relating workload with negative
employee and organizational outcomes such as absenteeism, low job satisfaction, turnover
and decreased work performance (Harvey et al., 2003). Cannon-Bowers & Salas, (1997)
showed that employee work performance have negatively affect by higher level of workload.
Glaser (2015) identified that, when workload increase it may detriment effects on
performance indirectly in increasing in stress.
El-Shikieri & Musa, (2012) contended that overload work has the negative and positive stress
on employees, when the level of work exceed it put negative effect on employee. Excessive
workload is not compulsory for most of the job so that organizations can do a great deal to
ensure that employees are assigned workload that is manageable. Workload is associated with
several negative outcomes, like employee absenteeism, reducing organizational commitment
and reasons to health illness. Bowling research highlight the negative aspect of workload but
this study proved that workload also has positive outcomes like it increase creativity of IT
sector employees therefore creative employee can boast to the organizational Hon & Kim
(2007) mentioned that occurrence of higher workload may be positively influence individual
creativity. Lee et al., (2013) identified factors that will suppress creativity such as extreme
deadline, unrealistic expectation and environment distraction that induces pressure of
workload.
3. Theoretical Framework
Perceived Organizational Support
Perceived organizational support is taken as a thought that helps to enhance the creativity of
employees within the organization. And many scholars have suggested that POS encourages
employees to engage in creative environment, however, not consistent in nature, some studies
have implied that the nexus between POS and Employees’ creativity can be conditional. (L.
Zhang et al., 2018). It has been argued that POS helps to fulfill important socioemotional
needs for positive self-esteem, approval, and affiliation (Armeli, Eisenberger, Fasolo, &
Lynch, 1998), which leads employees to incorporate organizational membership and role
status into their social identity (Rhoades & Eisenberger, 2002). According to social identity
theory, to enhance their self-esteem, individuals would classify themselves and others into
different categories to define themselves in given environments, and tend to identify with
groups that are perceived positively (Tajfel & Turner, 1985). In line with this view, Shore and
Shore (1995) also argued that the perception of organizational support provides employees
with important information about his/her relationship to the workplace. Sluss et al. (2008)
also argued that organizational support may affirm the employee’s value and informal
standing as well as increase the organization’s perceived attractiveness and organizational
identification.
H4: Perceived Organizational Support have a negative and significant effect on challenge
Stressor
H5: Perceived Organizational Support have a negative and significant effect on Hindrance
Stressor
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H6: Perceived Organizational Support have a negative and significant effect on Work
Pressure
Organisational factors causing Encouragement of creative ideas appears to operate at three
major levels within organizations. These included 1. organizational encouragement, 2.
supervisory encouragement and 3. work group encouragement.
Organizational Impediments
Organizational impediments can be defined as the overall amount of political struggle
between the departments, rigid structures and operating procedures, a strong emphasis on
following rules and hierarchy, overcritical supervisors, the presence of devastating
competition among employees.
Organizational impediments are hindrance that employees face, however, (Teresa M. Amabile
et al., 1996) defines organizational impediments as in an environment where creativity is
hindered through different factors of culture such as organization’s domestic political
problems, unusual criticism over new ideas.
Several aspects are perceived as operating broadly across the organization:
(1) The first is encouragement of risk taking and of idea generation, a valuing of innovation
from the highest to the lowest levels of management. Psychological research on creativity has
demonstrated that people are more likely to produce unusual, useful ideas if they are given
license to do so by the situation or by explicit instructions (Parnes, 1964; Parnes & Meadow,
1959).
(2) Fair, supportive evaluation of new ideas is the second aspect of organizational
encouragement. The expectation of threatening, highly critical evaluation has been shown to
undermine creativity in laboratory studies (Amabile, 1979; Amabile, Goldfarb, & Brackfield,
1990). Moreover, field experiments have demonstrated that supportive, informative
evaluation can enhance the intrinsically motivated state that is most conducive to creativity
(Deci & Ryan, 1985).
(3) Although engaging in an activity only to obtain a contracted-for reward can undermine
creativity, creativity can be enhanced by expecting a reward that is perceived as a "bonus," a
confirmation of one's competence, or a means of enabling one to do better, more interesting
work in the future (Amabile et al., 1986).
(4) Finally, collaborative idea flow across an organization and participative management and
decision making are important aspects of organizational encouragement. Creativity research
has shown that the probability of creative idea generation increases as exposure to other
potentially relevant ideas increases (Osborn, 1963; Parnes & Noller, 1972).
H1: Lack of organizational impediments have a negative and significant effect on Perceived
Organizational Support.
Supervisor Encouragement
Supervisory encouragement often quoted as environmental stimulant to foster the creativity,
as Omisore (2014) calls on supervision has the dual effect based on the respective behavior,
supervision is one of the reason which makes organizations to achieve the goals as well as
supervision has the negative consequences over the productivity of employees. It is likely that
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open supervisory interactions and perceived supervisory support operate on creativity largely
through the same mechanisms that are associated with fair, supportive evaluation; under these
circumstances, people are less likely to experience the fear of negative criticism that can
undermine the intrinsic motivation necessary for creativity (Amabile, 1979).
H2: Supervisor Encouragement have a positive and significant effect on Perceived
Organizational Support
Work group Support
Amabile et al. (1996) describes work group support as a group in which there are diversified
skilled individuals who are able to communicate well, who are committed to their work, give
a competitive challenges to each other’s area of work and are open to new ideas. Team
member diversity and mutual openness to ideas may operate on creativity by exposing
individuals to a greater variety of unusual ideas; such exposure has been demonstrated to
positively impact creative thinking (Parnes & Noller, 1972).
Perceptions of work-group support for creativity are enhanced when group members have
diverse backgrounds, are open to new ideas, constructively challenge one another, effectively
communicate and provide feedback, successfully manage conflict, trust and help each other,
and share a commitment to their work (Teresa M. Amabile et al., 1996; O’Reilly, C. A., &
Tushman, 1997; Taggar, 2002)
Perceived work-group support may also arise when group members like and respect one
another (O’Reilly, C. A., & Tushman, 1997) and when they openly acknowledge the ideas of
their colleagues, which tends to expand knowledge sources and encourage original thinking,
H3: Work group Support have a positive and significant effect on Perceived Organizational
Support.
Social Support
Amabile et al. (1996) state that encouragement of creativity has three subcategories:
organizational encouragement, supervisory encouragement, and work group supports. The
idea is that if everyone in a community or an organization works towards creativity, they will
gradually construct an atmosphere that encourages creativity (Füller et al., 2011). Certain
creative work involves collaborative effort (Adler & Chen, 2011; Scott & Bruce, 1994;
Taggar, 2002), which is why interaction with and support of co-workers can affect an
individual's creativity (Füller et al., 2011). Even with what may seem to be solo-creative work,
supportive coworkers may share their knowledge and expertise, provide moral support (Hon,
2011), and increase motivation to commit to creative endeavors (George, 2007).
Based on ideas above, following hypothesis are proposed
H7: Social Support Positively have a negative and significant effect on Challenge Stressor
H8: Social Support Positively have a negative and significant effect on Hindrance Stressor
H9: Social Support Positively have a negative and significant effect on Work pressure
Resources
The term resources is used in this study referring specifically to the physical environment
such as equipment and facilities that help with an employee's creative tasks. The distinction
between social and physical work environment has been used before (e.g., Dul, Ceylan, &
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Jaspers, 2011). The finding was that they affect both creative performances directly and
indirectly (i.e., through moderating individuals' creative personality). The work environment
has been defined by a list of elements including furniture, color, lighting, privacy, window
view, sound and smell (Dul et al., 2011). An alternative definition is equipment and facilities
(Scott & Bruce, 1994). Work environment has also been considered in terms of cognitive,
emotional, and physical resources (Vinarski-Peretz, Binyamin, & Carmeli, 2011). Other lists
includes recipe library, facilities, equipment, disposable time (Scott & Bruce, 1994), and
budget (Adler & Chen, 2011), for example, for new dish development. Some readers may
feel that adequacy is not the right word here. However, it is used in the sense of resources
being on a scale from totally inadequate to greatly exceeding minimal needs. In that context,
this study postulates following hypothesis
H10: Resources adequacy have a negative and significant effect on Challenge Stressor
H11: Resources adequacy have a negative and significant effect on Hindrance Stressor
H12: Resources adequacy have a negative and significant effect on Work pressure
Freedom
Amabile et al., (1996) describes Freedom as to decide what work should have the priority for
employee himself, as in, resources are the apt facilities available to employees to carry out
any task while social support has been described as abutment to creativity and productivity of
employees.
One can refer to the contradictory roles of freedom and regulation on employee creativity. It
had been suggested that authoritarianism elicits follower's compliance, but may have adverse
effects on their affective trust and generate negative emotions that decrease performance
(Chen et al., 2014). Zhang et al., (2011) find that authoritarianism elicits follower's
compliance, but may have adverse effects on their affective trust and generate negative
emotions that decrease performance (Chen, Eberly, Chiang, Farh, & Cheng, 2014). Zhang,
Tsui, and Wang (2011) find that authorarian managers tend to set specific quotas for the
employees (Chang et al., 2011). However, simply meeting quotas does not necessarily mean
satisfied customers. If customers are not satisfied the firm may be compromised in the long
run (Ahearne, Rapp, Hughes, & Jindal, 2010; Darmon & Martin, 2011). Stimulating the
creative aspect of employee performance has been found to require leeway and autonomy to
enable free thinking (Spelthann & Haunschild, 2011) and individuality (De Stobbeleir et al.,
2011). This is especially true in service industries (Spelthann & Haunschild, 2011), which is
the focus of this study. In other words, the literature suggests that meeting a quota for new
dish development does not guarantee high customer acceptance of the new dishes. Control
has its benefits based on some studies. It is argued that organization exerting more control
over the creative process of their employees can facilitate and improve creative performance
(Hernández-Espallardo et al., 2010) It is also noted that a quota-based control system can
help in implementing incentive policies that can encourage employees to be more productive
(Austin, 2013). Furthermore, it had been suggested that in a collaborative creative task,
formal control is essential to coordinate creative efforts (Adler & Chen, 2011)
H13: Freedom have a negative and significant effect on Challenge Stressor
H14: Freedom have a negative and significant effect on Hindrance Stressor
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H15: Freedom have a negative and significant effect on Work pressure
Person-Job Fit
P-J fit is defined as the match between the abilities of a person and the demands of a job or
the needs/desires of a person and what is provided by a job (Edwards, 1991). In contrast, P-O
fit is “the compatibility between people and organizations that occurs when at least one entity
provides what the other needs, they share similar fundamental characteristics, or both”
(Kristof, 1996, pp. 4–5). Whereas P-J fit is relevant to an individual’s compatibility with a
specific job, P-O fit pertains to how an individual matches an organization’s values, goals,
and mission.
Kristof (1996, p. 8) states “it is likely that many job requirements will mirror characteristics
of the organization,” implying that perceived P-J and P-O fit are likely to be interdependent.
However, an employee can possess the skills to be competent in a job, yet not share the
organization’s values and vice versa. Thus, fit with one aspect of the work environment does
not necessarily imply fit with the other. Edwards, (1991) as in (Kristof et al., 2005) have
postulated two concepts of Person job fit, Demand – Abilities fit and Supply – Need fit, the
earlier concept is about the knowledge skills, and abilities correspond with the required
efforts of the job, However, the later concept deals with when desires, needs, and preferences
of employees corresponds with the job or activity they have been assigned to do.
H22: Person-Job Fit have a negative and significant effect on challenge Stressor
H23: Person-Job Fit have a negative and significant effect on Hindrance Stressor
H24: Person-Job Fit have a negative and significant effect on Work pressure
Paradoxical Leaders Behavior
Leaders Behavior can be paradoxical, Y. Zhang et al., (2015) therefore opines that
paradoxical leader behavior is contradictory but interrelated to achieve environment for a
competent workplace over the time as well as simultaneously.
In dynamic and complex business environments, leaders face contradictory, paradoxical
demands and challenges (Smith, Lewis, & Tushman, 2016; Waldman & Bowen, 2016; Zhang
et al., 2015). Thus, leaders need to meet both structural organizational demands that
emphasize order, control, and stability, and follower demands that emphasize freedom,
autonomy, and flexibility (Zhang et al., 2015). Similarly, leaders have to manage the paradox
between agency and communication inherent to leadership behavior, and between continuity
and change inherent to dynamic environments (Waldman & Bowen, 2016). In contrast to
calculated decision making or compromising, paradoxical leaders accept the persistent
contradiction between paradoxical challenges and seek to synergize and integrate them within
a larger system (Zhang et al., 2015). PLB is defined as leader behaviors that are
“contradictory yet interrelated, to meet competing workplace demands simultaneously and
over time” (Zhang et al., 2015, p. 538). Zhang and colleagues conceptualized PLB as a
behavioral syndrome that consists of five dimensions: (1) combining self-centeredness with
other-centeredness, (2) maintaining both distance and closeness, (3) maintaining decision
control, while allowing autonomy, (4) enforcing work requirements, while allowing
flexibility, and (5) treating subordinates uniformly, while allowing individualization. These
authors found that PLB contributed positively to employee proactivity, proficiency, and
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adaptivity, even after accounting for traditional leadership approaches such as
transformational and transactional leadership. These five dimensions address different
paradoxes, but when considering creativity, the balance between control and autonomy and
between structure and flexibility are most relevant (Smith & Lewis, 2011).
By emphasizing high work requirements and maintaining decision control, paradoxical
leaders create a structured, bounded work environment. This helps employees understand
work goals, norms and constraints, which is beneficial for achieving useful, practical
outcomes at work. Simultaneously, paradoxical leaders construct an autonomous work
environment by granting autonomy and flexibility. This supports employees in experimenting
with original solutions (Zacher, Robinson, & Rosing, 2014), enhances intrinsic motivation
(Ryan & Deci, 2000), and encourages creative behavior (Liu, Chen, & Yao, 2011), which
promotes the attainment of novel ideas. This aligns with the ambidexterity literature, which
suggests that leaders can support innovation by showing both opening behaviors that
encourage exploration and closing behaviors that focus on exploitation (Zacher et al., 2014).
Because PLB creates a supportive environment to manage tensions in creativity, employees
can gain successful experiences of producing creative outcomes, which strengthens their
CSE.
H25: Leaders Behavior have a negative and significant effect on Challenge Stressor
H26: Leaders Behavior have a negative and significant effect on Hindrance Stressor
H27: Leaders Behavior have a negative and significant effect on Work pressure
Workload
Workload pressure is defined as the extent to which individuals are required to work fast and
have too much work to do (Bakker, Evangelia, & Verbeke, 2004; Voydanoff, 2005). It
concerns how much work one has to do in a certain period of time, covering both the quantity
and pace of work, and is therefore closely related to time pressure. Interestingly, the effects of
workload and time pressure on creativity are inconsistent. Some studies suggest a negative
association between workload pressure and creativity (e.g., Amabile et al., 1996), whereas
others show a positive relationship (e.g., Janssen, 2000). Similarly, Andrews and Smith (1996)
found that time pressure has a negative effect on creativity, while Baer and Oldham (2006)
found a curvilinear relationship, and Mehta and Zhu (2016) even found a positive association
between time pressure and creativity. When workload pressure is high, the time and energy
resources for addressing different goals declines, and employees will experience tensions
between competing demands and activities (e.g., Moeini et al., 2008).
H19: Work load have a positive and significant effect on Challenge Stressor
H20: Work load have a positive and significant effect on Hindrance Stressor
H21: Work load have a positive and significant effect on Work pressure
Challenge
Challenging work is a thought to work hard and put more efforts in challenging job and
essential projects (Teresa M. Amabile et al., 1996)
H16: Challenge work have a positive and significant effect on Challenge Stressor
H17: Challenge work have a positive and significant effect on Hindrance Stressor
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H18: Challenge work have a positive and significant effect on Work pressure
Job Stressor
According to Lazarus (1966), stress occurs when an individual perceives that the demands of
an external situation are beyond his or her perceived ability to cope. According to the
stressor-strain perspective, job stressors are the stimuli that induce the stress process, and
forms of strain, such as tension, anxiety, and exhaustion, are the proximal outcomes of this
process (Jex, 1998). Recent research has found that although all stressors appear to cause
strain, different types of stressors are associated with different affective and behavioral
responses.
Based on the nature of stressor, Cavanaugh, Boswell, Roehling, and Boudreau (2000)
partitioned job stressors into two types. One type included demands such as time urgency,
high workload, and job responsibility. This type was labeled as challenge stressors because it
included stressful demands viewed by individuals as opportunities for growth, learning, and
achievement. The other included demands such as organizational politics, red tape, role
ambiguity, and concerns about job security. This type was labeled as hindrance stressors
because it included stressful demands viewed by individuals as obstacles to personal growth
and goal attainment.
Employees tend to regard challenge stressors as potential reciprocity norms established by
their organizations. Organizations offer challenge stressors with potential valuable outcomes.
If employees can overcome the stressors, they may receive material and spiritual rewards
(Cavanaugh et al., 2000; LePine et al., 2005). Zhang, Lepine, Buckman, & Feng (2014)
indicated that challenge stressors such as workload and responsibility can improve
employees’ perception of organizational justice. Thus, employees who are under challenge
stressors tend to identify and obey the reciprocity norm. For example, employees with high
levels of responsibility tend to recognize this kind of stressor as an investment for potential
return ((Podsakoff et al., 2007). They may be sensitive to the social exchange and actively
respond to organizational support. Furthermore, if employees actually overcome the
challenge stressors, they can gain rewards from the organization.
Challenge and hindrance stressors were found to differentially associated with employees’ job
attitudes, cognitions, and behaviors (Boswell, Olson-Buchanan, & LePine, 2004; Cavanaugh
et al, 2000; LePine, Podsakoff, & LePine, 2005). Challenge stressors elicit positive emotions
and active problem-focused coping style (Crawford, LePine, & Rich, 2010). Therefore, they
were found to have positive effects on organizational outcomes, such as job satisfaction,
organizational commitment, and performance (LePine et al., 2005).
Concerning employees’ innovative behavior, it was suggested that employees considered
innovative activities as an effective way of dealing with a heavy workload (Bunce & West,
1994). Based on person–environment fit theory (Ryhammar & Smith, 1999; Stokols,
Clitheroe, & Zmuidzinas, 2002), innovative behavior may help employees to improve their fit
with high job challenges by generating, promoting, and realizing ideas for modifying oneself
or the work environment (Janssen, 2000). These findings suggested that idea generation and
implementation might serve as effective coping strategies to challenge stressors. In contrast
to challenge stressors, hindrance stressors are appraised as controlling and threatening.
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Previous studies have found that hindrance stressors had negative relationships with
organizational outcomes, such as job satisfaction, organizational commitment, and
performance (LePine et al., 2005). As for innovative behavior, idea generation and
implementation might respond differently to hindrance stressors. Cowen (1952) found that
psychological threat was associated with rigid thinking. In addition, more uncontrollability
was found to decrease creative performance (Byron et al., 2010). Therefore, it might be the
case that hindrance stressors hinder the generation of creative ideas. Compared with idea
generation, idea implementation means putting the creative ideas into practice. It is likely that
creative ideas are faced with skepticism and resistance as they challenge and violate the
established frameworks of practices and the status quo in the organization (Janssen, Van de
Vliert, & West, 2004). To overcome these disincentives, sustained effort is required, yet the
effort, to some extent, had to be motivated by uncertainty and threat of external environment
(West, 2002). Some empirical studies also found that hindrance stressors, such as role conflict,
role overload, and job ambiguity, lead to individual innovation (Martı´n, Salanova, & Peiro´,
2007). Therefore, it might be the case that hindrance stressors in organizations could serve as
motivational source to foster the implementation of innovative ideas.
H28: Challenge Stressor have a negative and significant effect on employee’s Quality of
creativity
H31: Challenge Stressor have a negative and significant effect on employee’s Quantity of
creativity
H32: Hindrance Stressor have a negative and significant effect on employee’s Quantity of
creativity
H29: Hindrance Stressor have a negative and significant effect on employee’s Quality of
creativity
Work pressure
(Teresa M. Amabile et al., 1996) puts workload in a way that when workload occurs it comes
with unrealistic expectations for the outcome, dead line pressures and makes it known as
distraction from creative performance
Some research has found that, although workload pressures that were considered extreme
could undermine creativity, some degree of pressure could have a positive influence if it was
perceived as arising from the urgent, intellectually challenging nature of the problem itself
(Amabile, 1988; Amabile & Gryskiewicz, 1987). Similarly, Andrews and Farris (1972) found
that time pressure was generally associated with high creativity in R&D scientists, except
when that pressure reached an undesirably high level. But time pressure that is perceived as a
necessary concomitant of an important, urgent project may add to the perception of challenge
in the work that positively correlates with intrinsic motivation and creativity (Amabile, 1988).
H30: Work pressure have a negative and significant effect on employee’s Quality of creativity
H33: Work pressure have a negative and significant effect on employee’s Quantity of
creativity
Quality & Quantity of creativity
Creative performance is defined as an individual's ability to generate novel and useful ideas
regarding procedures and processes at work.
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Theories regarding creativity climate have attempted to identify aspects of work
environments that facilitate creativity, mainly from organizational perspective (Amabile et al.,
1996). Ekvall and Ryhammar (1999) argued that creativity climate composes of challenge,
freedom, and support; in addition, it encourages openness and the tolerance of uncertainty.
Amabile’s componential model (1988) of organizational creativity identified contextual
components as essential to creativity climate, such as encouragement of creativity, autonomy,
freedom, resources, pressures, and organizational impediments to creativity. This theoretical
model led to the development of the “KEYS: Assessing the Climate for Creativity” as an
instrument assessing organizational creativity climate that could facilitate interventions to
promote innovation within organizations. Woodman et al. (1993) took a similar perspective
on Amabile’s view and comment further that an important feature of creativity context is its
ability to address influences across different levels which can enhance or inhibit creative
behavior in complex social systems. In addition, by integrating psychological and
sociological descriptions of creativity, Ford (1996) proposed a theory of individual creative
action within organizational settings. He pointed out that creativity in organizational settings
could best be conceived in terms of creative actions that may be simultaneously influenced
and assessed across multiple social domains within and between levels of analysis. Although
climate perception originates from individuals, organizational members are typically exposed
to the same work environment and other proximal influence. These perspectives regard
creativity climate as employees’ shared perceptions about the structure and practices
occurring in organizations.
One can have ideas about importance of quantity (Tunc, 2012) and quality (Goodsir et al.,
2014) of creativity. Some may think quantity of creativity is more important because it means
the restaurant can regularly release new dishes to keep up the novelty (Tunc, 2012). On the
other hand, quality of creativity can also be important in the way it leads to winning awards
and thus contributing to the fame of a restaurant (Goodsir et al., 2014). Reference to
unidimensionality in part relates to these two aspects of creativity being examined as single
dependent variable (Füller et al., 2011). This study; however, proposed that different factors
contribute differently to these two aspects of creative performance by examining the impact
of independent variables on two dependent variables (i.e., the quantity and quality aspect of
creativity).
Innovation
Innovation refers to the process of developing and implementing a new idea McLean, (2005)
According to (Chang et al., 2011), innovation can be categorized into incremental and radical
innovation. The former refers to minor improvement of current technology while the later
refers to revolutionary changes. This paper essentially deals with incremental innovation.
Some studies proposed that creativity climate was an important predictor of organizational
performance (see Amabile et al., 1996; Ekvall, 1996). Ismail (2005) found creative climate
influence firm’s innovation. Similarly, Tsai and Kao (2004) surveyed 254 employees from
Taiwanese enterprises in which the employee have higher innovative behaviors when they
perceived higher organizational creativity climate
Isaksen et al. (1999) asserted that climate for creativity promotes the generation,
consideration, and use of new products, services and ways of working, as creativity climate
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supports the development, assimilation, and utilization of new and different approaches and
concepts
H35: Quality of creativity have a positive and significant effect on Innovation
H37: Quantity of creativity have a positive and significant effect on Innovation
Work Motivation
To facilitate employees’ work motivation, job design has long been considered an important
contributor to employee work motivation, performance and satisfaction (Mitchell, 1982). Job
Characteristics Theory (JCT) is conceptualized as a comprehensive model with five-core job
dimensions, namely skill variety, task identity, task significance, autonomy and feedback.
This model predicted that under certain conditions individuals who valued and experienced a
job high on these dimensions were more likely to exhibit high work motivation, better
attendance, and greater productivity and report higher levels of job satisfaction. Studies have
suggested that creativity and innovation in products, work processes, and services are key
contributors to long-term organizational survival and success (Teresa M. Amabile et al., 1996;
SHALLEY, 1995; Yeh-Yun Lin & Yi-Ching Chen, 2007; J. Zhou & Shalley, 2008).
H34: Quality of creativity have a positive and significant effect on Motivation
H36: Quantity of creativity have a positive and significant effect on Motivation
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4. Research Methodology
We have conduct our research from those employees who are working in IT, Advertising and
Educational sectors so our population is based on IT, Advertising and Educational workers.
The reason of choose this population because in this field there are many new things is
generated after some specific period of time and those employee who are updated and
creative in their field so they are survive easily otherwise they manage hard in their field.
4.1 Sample and Sampling Method
In this research there are quantitative data, so we collect the information from 300 employees.
We have done with convenient sampling method. And through this conclusion we generate
the idea, that is; how much workload and pressure effect on the employee’s creativity.
4.2 Questionnaire Design
This study in its nature is a quantitative research and based on primary data. To collect the
primary data we merged and used questionnaire from of different researches which were in
the same nature of our hypothesis and objectives. Such as for the cadre of “Resources”
“Social Support” “Quantity of Creative Performance” and “Quality of Creative Performance”
the questions were adopted from (Yeh & Huan, 2017). While for the questions related to
“person Job fit” were adopted from (Lauver & Kristof-Brown, 2001). For the questions of
“Perceived Organizational support” “Challenge Stressors” and “Hindrance stressors” we took
help from the papers of Feifei & Zhang (2015). While “Workload” questions were adopted
from (F. & Blau, 2007). And questions for “Leaders Behavior” were adopted from (Shao et
al., 2019a). “Freedom” “Work Group Supports” Challenging Work” “Workload Pressure”
“organizational impediments” and “Innovation” were adopted from Lin & Liu, (2012).
However the question for the “Motivation” cadre was adopted from (Hackman & Oldham,
1976). We used 5 point Likert scale ranging from rates of 1 to 5 having strongly disagree = 1.
Disagree = 2 Neutral = 3 Agree = 4 and Strongly Agree = 5.
5. Preliminary Analysis
5.1 Demographic Analysis
Variable

Age

Gender

Category

Frequency

Percent

20 to 25

97

32.33%

26 to 30

82

27.33%

31 to 35

57

19%

36 to 40

34

11.33%

41 to 45

26

8.66%

45 above

4

1.33%

Male

191

63.66%

Female

109

36.33%

In the above table it can be seen that most of the responses were collected from people aged
20 to 25 which gives a great reliability of understanding of respondents. The second highest
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responses were collected from people aging in 26 to 30 years old that happens to be 82
respondents taking 27% of sample. While 57 people who were aged between 31 to 35 years,
responded to questionnaire occupying 19% of the sample. However people who were aged
between 41 to 45 years, were 26 and filled out our questionnaires securing 8.66% of sample
and lowest number of respondents were aged above 45 years.
5.2 Descriptive Statistic

Questions

1
2
Social support
3
4
1

Workload

2

Organization

policy

support

social

activities
I receive supervisory leadership for new
development
I receive supervisory support for new
development
Strong atmosphere for new development
amongst co-workers
I can choose not to accept assignments
based on my current workload
I have control over the work directed to my
subordinates

Descriptive

Confirmatory

Stats

Analysis

Factor
T

P

Stats

Value

0.889

14.260

0.00

1.12

0.704

34.106

0.00

2.96

1.20

0.904

35.095

0.00

3.00

1.18

0.886

31.089

0.00

2.93

1.14

0.688

25.472

0.00

2.88

1.05

0.721

24.392

0.00

2.92

1.13

0.927

43.836

0.00

3.18

1.05

0.905

63.111

0.00

2.95

1.06

0.801

57.232

0.00

3.11

1.10

0.889

67.126

0.00

3.03

1.28

0.619

14.886

0.00

3.31

1.02

0.805

41.749

0.00

3.27

1.12

0.828

40.751

0.00

Mean

S.d

LOADING

2.74

1.26

2.95

I do not answer phones or look at e-mail
3

while dedicating efforts toward a particular
assignment

1
Resources

2
3

Organization provide source of inspiration
for new development
Organization elicit outside support for new
development
Organization possess facilities for new
development
I have the freedom to decide how I am

1
Freedom

2
3

going to carry out my project
Freedom in deciding what work to do or
how to do it
Freedom give sense of control over one’s
work

Quantity of creative

1

I regularly create new ideas

3.31

1.10

0.876

100.62

0.00

performance

2

I can create very fast if necessary

3.19

1.11

0.866

20.951

0.00

Quality of creative

1

My new development often win awards

3.29

1.10

0.707

14.581

0.00

performance

2

My new development are popular amongst

3.19

1.08

0.726

18.283

0.00
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1
2
Person job fit

3
4
5
1

Perceived
organization support

2
3
1
2
3

Challenge stressors
4
5
6
1

Hindrance stressor

2
3
4
1

My abilities fit the demands of this job
I have the right skills and abilities for doing
this job
There is a good match between the
requirements of this job and my skills
My personality is a good match for this job
I am the right type of person for this type
of work
The organization is willing to help me
when I need a special favor
The organization shows very little concern
for me
The organization strongly considers my
goals and values
The number of projects and or assignments
I have
The amount of time I spend at work
The volume of work that must be
accomplished in the allotted time
Time pressures I experience
The amount of responsibility I have
The scope of responsibility my position
entails
The inability to clearly understand what is
expected of me on the job
The amount of red tape I need to go
through to get my job done
The lack of job security I have
The degree to which my career seems
stalled
Clarifies work requirements, but does not
micro-manage work

3.50

1.16

0.652

25.185

0.00

3.32

1.18

0.601

24.620

0.00

3.47

1.17

0.627

24.875

0.00

3.33

1.19

0.623

23.179

0.00

3.39

1.19

0.730

23.341

0.00

3.36

1.13

0.667

37.782

0.00

3.21

1.13

0.652

24.095

0.00

3.22

1.11

0.647

12.798

0.00

3.25

0.98

0.839

33.311

0.00

3.36

1.06

0.831

46.722

0.00

3.31

1.03

0.883

67.936

0.00

3.34

1.08

0.849

53.139

0.00

3.32

1.11

0.813

52.621

0.00

3.39

1.08

0.894

59.711

0.00

3.29

1.05

0.855

49.996

0.00

3.17

1.01

0.844

39.524

0.00

3.20

1.05

0.737

46.647

0.00

3.23

1.06

0.828

43.466

0.00

3.32

1.04

0.796

55.730

0.00

3.23

1.04

0.852

75.019

0.00

3.36

1.12

0.719

31.160

0.00

3.35

1.17

0.635

28.538

0.00

3.39

1.19

0.679

11.637

0.00

Makes final decisions for subordinates, but

Leaders behaviour
2

allows subordinates to control specific
work processes

1
Supervisory
encouragement

2
3

My supervisor sets goals appropriately
My supervisor shows conﬁdence in the
work group
My supervisor serves as a good work
model
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Work group support
2

A diversely skilled work group in which
people communicate well
There is free and open communication
within my work group

3.29

1.05

0.946

69.921

0.00

3.32

1.16

0.820

39.587

0.00

3.37

1.00

0.838

79.787

0.00

3.37

1.03

0.861

79.936

0.00

3.19

1.21

0.912

65.862

0.00

3.21

1.10

0.846

56.705

0.00

3.31

1.18

0.719

43.640

0.00

3.32

1.15

0.868

68.134

0.00

3.45

1.14

0.953

65.777

0.00

3.58

1.06

0.00

0.00

3.55

1.12

0.930

79.101

0.00

3.60

1.18

0.825

55.252

0.00

I feel challenged by the work I am
1
Challenging work

currently doing
I have to work hard on challenging tasks

2

and important projects
There are many political problems in this

1

organization

Organizational
impediments

An organizational culture that impedes
2

creativity

through

internal

political

problems
An organizational culture that impedes
1

creativity

through

internal

political

problems
Workload pressure

2
3

Innovation

1
1

Motivation
2

I feel more effective when I have a lot of
work to do
I can manage the number of my work
assignments effectively
My area in this organization is innovative
I feel a great sense of personal satisfaction
when I do this job well
I feel bad and unhappy when I discover that
I have performed poorly on this job

1.000

In the above table it can be seen that for social support we have means between 2.74 to 3.00
while the highest means in this cadre is of 4th question but has relatively low standard
deviation the lowest mean of 1st question while the first question has the highest standard
deviation. So respondents had greater average response with respect to the social support in
the organization. For questions of workload it has means starting from 2.93 2.88 and 2.92 for
question 1, 2, and 3 respectively while every question has standard deviation from 1.14, 1.05
and 1.13 for the questions 1,2 and 3 respectively. In questions for Resources of questions is
3.18 2.95 and 3.11 relatively higher than previous set of question. It shows that when it
comes to resources organization tend to be more resourceful than being work loaders. While
in Freedom the total mean of 3.20 again relatively higher than the previous cadres, it is
identified that companies are more lenient than resourceful, when it comes to freedom of the
employees in their decision making for the work they are given. For Quantity of Creative
Performance set of question a total mean of 3.25 was identified where respondents were more
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in line with their creativity and innovation while the standard deviation was 1.10 and 1.11. In
Quality of Creative Performance the recognition of the work can be observed through these
questions where the respondents’ total mean is 3.24 relatively lower than previous set of
question related to quantity of creative performance. One of the very crucial elements for the
creativity has been the right man for the right job while the total mean for Person Job fit 3.40
relatively higher than all the previous cadre depicts that most of the respondents were in line
with their jobs and role they were working in. In Questions for Perceived Organizational
Support these question where a number of questions were asked to observe weather in
organization perceived support is available to employees. The answers have given standard
deviation of 1.13 .1.3 and 1.11 lower than the means of respective question, signifies that
people perceived organizational support closely. While in Challenge stressors the total mean
for challenge stressors is 3.32 and standard deviation is 0.98, 1.06, 1.03, 1.08 1.11 and 1.08 in
this cadre of questions respectively. Such values depicts that there is high number of
challenge stressor in our respondents. In Hindrance Stressors question the total mean is 3.22
and standard deviation is 1.05, 1.01. 1.05, and 1.06 respectively shows there are clustered
hindrance stressors which often suppress their ability to creativity. The two question of
Leaders Behavior a total mean of 3.27 is there and standard deviation of 1.04 for both, shows
leaders tend to be little deviated from behavior required than behaviors provided. In
Supervisory encouragement set of question the mean is 3.36 and standard deviation is 1.12,
1.17 and 1.19 respectively. On the questions of team work support we have calculated a total
mean of 3.30 and standard deviation of 1.05 and 1.16 respectively. The responses over the
questions of challenging work are fascinating where a total mean is 3.37 and an exact S.D. of
1.00 in the first depicts that respondents are quiet in line with their work challenges.
In Organizational impediments question we have calculated a total mean of 3.32 and S.D. of
1.21 and 1.10 relatively higher than previous group of question that shows there is a
hindrance in organization. In Workload pressure group of questions we have 3.37 as total
mean and S.D. of 1.18 1.15 and 1.14 respectively. A higher number S.D. shows the deviation
of workload may be different. While people perceived their role innovative in their
organizations with a total mean of 3.58 and little deviation of 1.06 was observed. The last
question two questions were related to motivation and has one of the highest total mean of
3.57 which shows that people are quiet motivated when they attain an their targets while a
deviation of 1.12 and 1.18 was observed.
5.3 Structural Equation Modeling
To test the study hypothesis we have used the structural equation model (SEM) whereas the
testing has been gone through Smart PLS software. Moreover, to evaluate the indirect and
direct effects of all the constructs the testing was done. The use of (SEM) structural equation
model has been observed to be a foremost procedure that has been used below different
regression models and methods (Barron, R., Kenny, 1986) It used to evaluate the structural
relationship between exogenous and endogenous variables. It includes factor analysis and
multivariate analysis. Moreover, the equation of regression targets at explaining each
construct to assess the cause and effect relationship while all of the factors in the causal
model could demonstrate their cause and effect at exact time. Likewise, the idea of using this
model ensures to apply technique of bootstrapping which has been viewed as reasonable for
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both small and large sample size and does not require any kind of indirect effect. In order to
check the all direct and indirect effects, a technique has been implemented which is known as
bootstrapping (Shrout & Bolger, 2002).
5.4 Measurement of Outer Model
The goal of measure of fit in the measurement model is to study about the reliability and
validity of the instrument and to check its reliability and validity we perform test of
convergent validity and discriminant validity in software naming Smart PLS.
5.5 Composite Reliability
Reliability implies stability of questionnaire outcomes. For the similar target population, at
whatever point the questioner reutilize the questionnaire it will give similar outcome. It
demonstrates inside consistency & repeatability of the survey is high. The primary measure
for unwavering quality is to maintain a strategic distance from unfairness in research. In this
manner, it tends to be improved by testing the pursuit procedure and investigation, as is done
utilizing diverse research and examination techniques or different researchers. This also
incorporates the dependability and legitimacy of the exploration.
Reliability of the measurement instruments was evaluated using composite reliability. All the
values were above the normally used threshold value i.e. 0.70. This is the accepted reliability
value range. Estimation of reliability can be done by degree of constancy that lies amongst
various variables (Hair, 2010). Below is the table of composite reliability.
Variables

Composite Reliability

Social Support

0.911

Workload

0.826

Resources

0.900

Freedom

0.798

Quantity of Creative Performance

0.863

Quality of Creative Performance

0.790

Person job fit

0.889

Perceived Organizational Support

0.694

Challenge stressors.

0.941

Hindrance stressors

0.889

Leaders Behavior

0.810

Supervisory encouragement

0.719

Work group supports

0.878

Challenging work

0.838

Organizational impediments

0.872

Workload pressure

0.887
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Innovation

1.00

Motivation

0.872

5.6 Factor Loadings Significant
Table of descriptive statistics also mentioned loadings used in (CFA) confirmatory factor
analysis. Construct with the loading of .5 are consider as strong loading variables whereas the
constructs with the loading of below .5 are considered as less are better to be removed from
the table.
5.7 Convergent Validity
Convergent validity is the level of agreement in at least two measures of a similar construct
(Carmines & Zeller, 1979). Convergent validity was assessed by inspection of variance mined
for each factor (Fornell & Larcker, 1981). Conferring to Fornell and Larcker (1981) if the,
variance extracted value is greater than 0.5 then convergent validity is established and the
result is drawn that the loadings are good but less than 0.5 are termed as less effective for the
study.
Following table displays the result.
5.8 Construct Reliability and Validity
Cronbach's Alpha

rho_A

Composite Reliability

Average Variance Extracted (AVE)

Challenge stressors

0.941

0.941

0.941

0.726

Challenging work

0.838

0.839

0.838

0.722

Freedom

0.788

0.812

0.798

0.572

Hindrance stressors

0.89

0.892

0.889

0.668

Innovation

1

1

1

1

Leaders Behavior

0.809

0.811

0.81

0.68

Motivation

0.868

0.877

0.872

0.773

Organizational impediments

0.871

0.874

0.872

0.773

Perceived Organizational Support

0.692

0.694

0.694

0.43

Person job fit

0.895

0.892

0.889

0.472

Quality of Creative Performance

0.79

0.793

0.79

0.486

Quantity of Creative Performance

0.863

0.863

0.863

0.759

Resources

0.9

0.903

0.9

0.751

Social Support

0.914

0.919

0.911

0.722

Supervisory encouragement

0.719

0.721

0.719

0.461

Work group supports

0.873

0.886

0.878

0.783

Workload

0.824

0.847

0.826

0.618

Workload pressure

0.886

0.901

0.887

0.726

5.9 Discriminant Validity
Discriminate validity can be defined as any single construct when differs from other
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constructs in the model (EG Carmines, 1979). Discriminate validity results are satisfactory
when the constructs are having an AVE loading more than 0.5 which means that minimum
50% of variance was took by the construct (Chin, 1998). Discriminate validity is established
if the elements which are in diagonal are significantly higher than those values in
off-diagonal in the parallel rows and columns. Discriminant Validity tests are being
conducted in order to see whether non-related ideas or measurements are in fact unrelated or
not. An effective assessment of discriminant legitimacy demonstrates that a trial of an idea
isn't exceptionally associated with different tests intended to quantify hypothetically various
ideas. The table for Discriminant Validity is given below:
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

Challenge stressors 1
Challenging work 2

0.362 0.850

Freedom 3

0.376 0.296 0.756

Hindrance stressors 4

0.423 0.307 0.208 0.817

Innovation 5

0.304 0.389 0.284 0.277 1.000

Leaders Behavior 6

0.533 0.508 0.384 0.464 0.306 0.825

Motivation 7

0.253 0.539 0.349 0.138 0.493 0.452 0.879

Organizational impediments 8

0.167 0.463 0.129 0.423 0.261 0.299 0.220 0.879

Perceived Organizational Support 9 0.529 0.364 0.526 0.497 0.297 0.493 0.299 0.272 0.656
Person job fit 10

0.394 0.391 0.565 0.362 0.353 0.453 0.358 0.158 0.545 0.687

Quality of Creative 11

0.365 0.330 0.578 0.408 0.410 0.414 0.296 0.191 0.502 0.953 0.697

Quantity of Creative 12

0.282 0.315 0.475 0.298 0.349 0.342 0.266 0.132 0.313 0.861 1.026 0.871

Resources 13

0.126 0.342 0.371 0.233 0.360 0.095 0.343 0.146 0.280 0.289 0.262 0.202 0.867

Social Support 14

0.120 0.363 0.307 0.158 0.168 0.202 0.281 0.114 0.287 0.335 0.303 0.279 0.478 0.850

Supervisory encourage 15

0.374 0.516 0.433 0.510 0.449 0.706 0.579 0.183 0.626 0.574 0.460 0.379 0.341 0.380 0.679

Work group supports 16

0.185 0.530 0.348 0.240 0.339 0.317 0.589 0.229 0.291 0.349 0.182 0.234 0.459 0.331 0.652 0.885

Workload 17

0.165 0.412 0.370 0.196 0.210 0.267 0.301 0.208 0.237 0.332 0.273 0.222 0.563 0.452 0.330 0.377 0.786

Workload pressure 18

0.368 0.563 0.284 0.367 0.280 0.369 0.387 0.448 0.297 0.313 0.362 0.324 0.287 0.203 0.392 0.360 0.262 0.852

5.10 Hypothesis Testing
In PLS-SEM, bootstrapping is one of the key stride, which gives the data of constancy of
factor guesstimate. Sub-tests are drawn everywhere from the first example including
substitution, in this process (Hair, Matthews, Matthews, & Sarstedt, 2017). Bootstrapping
provides the information of stability of coefficient estimate. In this process, a large number of
sub-samples are drawn from the original sample with replacement (Hair et al. 2016). After
running the bootstrap routine, SmartPLS shows the t-values for structural model estimates
derived from the bootstrapping procedure. The results of path coefficients for all the
hypothesis are shown in the following table. The t-value greater than 1.96 (p < .005) shows
that the relationship is significant at 95% confidence level (α = 0.05). Paths showing whether
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the relationship between measured and latent variables are significant or not.
6. Result
Path coefficient analysis (statically analysis) is used to determine the effects of variables.
Relations

T Statistics (|O/STDEV|)

P Values

Challenge stressors ≥ Quality of Creative Performance

2.338

0.020

Challenge stressors ≥ Quantity of Creative Performance

1.520

0.129

Challenging work ≥ Challenge stressors

1.811

0.071

Challenging work ≥ Hindrance stressors

0.541

0.589

Challenging work ≥ Workload pressure__

6.231

0.000

Freedom ≥ Challenge stressors

1.269

0.205

Freedom ≥ Hindrance stressors

1.593

0.112

Freedom ≥ Workload pressure__

0.699

0.485

Hindrance stressors ≥ Quality of Creative Performance

3.168

0.002

Hindrance stressors ≥ Quantity of Creative Performance

1.981

0.048

Leaders Behavior ≥ Challenge stressors

4.127

0.000

Leaders Behavior__ ≥ Hindrance stressors

3.393

0.001

Leaders Behavior__ ≥ Workload pressure__

1.318

0.188

Organizational impediments ≥ Perceived Organizational Support__

2.634

0.009

Perceived Organizational Support__ ≥ Challenge stressors

3.376

0.001

Perceived Organizational Support__ ≥ Hindrance stressors

3.887

0.000

Perceived Organizational Support__ ≥ Workload pressure__

0.363

0.717

Person job fit ≥ Challenge stressors

1.065

0.287

Person job fit ≥ Hindrance stressors

1.673

0.095

Person job fit ≥ Workload pressure__

0.725

0.469

Quality of Creative Performance ≥ Innovation

2.608

0.009

Quality of Creative Performance ≥ Motivation

1.469

0.142

Quantity of Creative Performance ≥ Innovation

0.414

0.679

Quantity of Creative Performance ≥ Motivation

0.605

0.546

Resources ≥ Challenge stressors

0.099

0.921

Resources ≥ Hindrance stressors

1.447

0.148

Resources ≥ Workload pressure__

1.209

0.227

Social Support ≥ Challenge stressors

1.008

0.314

Social Support ≥ Hindrance stressors

0.542

0.588

Social Support ≥ Workload pressure__

0.539

0.590

Supervisory encouragement ≥ Perceived Organizational Support__

6.082

0.000

Work group supports ≥ Perceived Organizational Support__

0.412

0.680
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Workload ≥ Challenge stressors

0.303

0.762

Workload ≥ Hindrance stressors

0.061

0.952

Workload ≥Workload pressure__

0.098

0.922

Workload pressure__ ≥ Quality of Creative Performance

2.415

0.016

Workload pressure__ ≥ Quantity of Creative Performance

2.284

0.023

The above results show that relationship between the variables which shows the significant
impact of variable on other variables. Details are given below:
Challenge stressors creates positive significant impact on Quality of Creative Performance
with T- Value of 2.338, while Challenge stressors creates negative significant impact on
Quantity of Creative Performance with T-value of 1.520. Challenging work creates a negative
significant impact on Challenge stressors and hindrance stressor with T-values of 1.811 and
0.541 respectively. While Challenging work creates a positive significant impact on workload
pressure with T value of 6.231. Freedom creates a negative significant impact on challenge
stressor, Hindrance stressor and workload pressure with T-values of 1.269, 1.593 and 0.699
respectively. Hindrance stressors creates a positive significant impact on Quality of creative
performance and Quantity of creative performance with T-values of 3.168 and 1.98
respectively. Leaders Behavior creates a positive significant impact on challenge stressor and
Hindrance stressor having T-value of 4.127 and 3.393 respectively. However, Leaders
behavior shows negative significant impact on workload pressure having T-value of 1.318.
Organizational impediments value shows the positive significant impact on Perceived
Organizational Support creating a T-value of 2.634. Perceived Organizational Support creates
a positive significant impact on challenge stressor having a T-value 3.376 and also on
Hindrance stressor forming a T-value of 3.887 however it has negative significant impact on
workload pressure with T-value of 0.363. Person job fit values depicts a negative significant
impact creates on Challenge stressor, Hindrance stressor and Workload pressure having
T-values of 1.065, 1.673 and 0.725 respectively. Quality of Creative Performance creates a
positive significant impact with innovation having T-values of 2.608 and a negative
significant impact with motivation producing a T-value of 1.469. Quantity of Creative
Performance creates a negative significant impact with Innovation and Motivation having
T-values of 0.414 and 0.605 respectively. Resources creates and Social Support creates a
negative significant impact on challenge stressors, Hindrance stressor and Workload pressure
with T-values of 0.099, 1.447 and 1.209 respectively. Social support has negative significant
impact over Challenge stressor, Hindrance stressor and workload pressure 1.008, 0.542 and
0.539 respectively. Supervisory encouragement creates a positive significant impact on
Perceived Organizational Support with T-value of 6.082. While work group support creates a
positive significant impact on Perceived Organizational Support with T-value 0.412.
Workload creates a negative impact on challenge stressors, Hindrance stressors and workload
pressure having T-values of 0.303, 0.061 and 0.098 respectively. Workload pressure creates a
positively significant impact on Quality of Creative Performance and the Quantity of creative
performance having T-values of 2.415 and 2.284.
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Mediation Effects
Original Sample (O) T Stat P Values
Supervisory encouragement ≥ Perceived Organizational Support__ ≥ Challenge stressors

0.101

2.840 0.005

Organizational impediments ≥ Perceived Organizational Support__ ≥ Hindrance stressors

0.038

1.979 0.048

Supervisory encouragement ≥ Perceived Organizational Support__ ≥ Hindrance stressors

0.108

3.165 0.002

Leaders Behavior__ ≥ Challenge stressors ≥ Quality of Creative Performance

0.048

2.013 0.045

Perceived Organizational Support__ ≥ Challenge stressors ≥ Quality of Creative Performance

0.040

1.980 0.048

Leaders Behavior__ ≥ Hindrance stressors ≥ Quality of Creative Performance

0.058

2.104 0.036

Supervisory encouragement ≥ Perceived Organizational Support__ ≥ Hindrance stressors

0.024

2.193 0.029

Perceived Organizational Support__ ≥ Hindrance stressors ≥ Quality of Creative Performance

0.054

2.595 0.010

Challenging work ≥ Workload pressure__ ≥ Quality of Creative Performance

0.068

2.228 0.026

Perceived Organizational Support__ ≥ Hindrance stressors ≥ Quantity of Creative Performance 0.036

1.980 0.048

Challenging work ≥ Workload pressure__ ≥ Quantity of Creative Performance

2.113 0.035

≥ Quality of Creative Performance

0.075

7. Discussions
The main aim of this study is to identify the consequences of workload on employee
creativity. The findings of the research suggest that workload is affecting the employee
creativity in a negative way. Our results are in line with several authors such as Hon & Kim,
(2007) denoted that the higher level of workload can influence the creativity of the individual.
The consequent of workload is not in the favor of employee productivity therefore the result
show the significantly partially negative relationship between workload and creativity of
employee. However as in organizational impediments and workload pressure results are not
in line with (Lin & Liu, 2012). Meanwhile, the results are showing that challenge stressors
have positive impact on the quality of creativity on the other hand it denotes negative impact
on the quantity of creativity that means the quality of creativity can be effected when there
are greater challenge stressors and quantity remains unaffected regardless of challenge
stressors. Based on the POS theory, employees’ belief towards their organization about how
well their organization recognize their contributions as well as to what extent organizations
show care for their well-being and satisfies their socio-emotional needs (Eisenberger et al.,
2016) in our research the results regarding the perceived organizational support; results show
that there is positive relation with creativity however these results are in consistency with (L.
Zhang et al., 2018) and he further argues that there is reciprocity of duties of employees and
support of organization, which creates mechanism of an exchange which is an expected result;
that perceived organizational support and workload pressure does not have any positive
relation. However hindrance stressors have positive impact on both quality and quantity of
performance therefore in relation with (Yu & Frenkel, 2012) we observe peculiarities
between our research and his. Based on the leadership behavior we see that the impact over
the hindrance and challenge stressor is positive this is in line with the results of (Shao et al.,
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2019b) where he argues that control, autonomy and constrains and flexibility can influence
the creative performance of employee in situations of high workload. However the impact of
challenging work has negative impact on the hindrance and challenge stressor but a positive
impact can be seen on workload pressure as far as innovation is concerned our results are not
aligned with Lin & Liu (2012) where workload pressure is failing to show any impact. While
in the same paper some of our results are in aligned concerning with Freedom where freedom
fails to create a positive relation with innovation and the other supervisory engagement
becoming stimulant of innovation. With regard to social support Yeh & Huan, (2017) found
that social support is positively contributing to creativity of employees while in our results we
see that does not have any appositive impact on challenge & hindrance stressors therefore
based on the results of challenge and hindrance stressors earlier, having positive impact on
quality and negative on quantity of creativity and later having positive relationship. As far as
hypothesis for person job fit are concerned our results show negative impact of P-J fit on
Challenge and Hindrance Stressors and workload pressure which is agreeable with findings
of (Lauver & Kristof-Brown, 2001) where they found no significant relation of Person job fit
with task performance.
8. Conclusion
The creativity of an organization’s individuals and groups is the driving force of innovation
and change. Innovation also appears to be closely related to the environment and requires
new ideas to be developed and transformed into products, services or processes in the
company. The context of ongoing and constant changes in which industrial companies
operate demands of them a permanent ability to make organizational changes.
The goal of any organization is to build profit and provide best practice or service to their
customers and before that the organization must be ensure that their pool of employees must
have the capabilities that are required to fulfill the customer needs, Creativity is one of those
requirements. Creative employees is competitive advantage in today’s knowledge economy
for the organization and if any organization have the creative employees so that they have to
sustain them by giving them appropriate workload according to their capabilities and also
ensure that they will manage that workload. We tried to cover the gap with respect to
Pakistan’s industries namely, Information technology, Educational and Advertisement
agencies that operate mainly in Pakistan. By combining an approach of several papers such as
(Teresa M. Amabile et al., 1996; Jothi & Hin, 2015; Lin & Liu, 2012) in a holistic idea to
identify the antecedents of creativity that lies within the Pakistani industry. These factors
include Leaders Behavior, Perceived Organizational Support, Social Support, Resources,
Workload, Person job fit, Freedom, and Challenging work. Perceived Organizational Support
was further classified into Supervisory encouragement, Organizational impediments, and
Work group supports. We also categorize creativity into Quantity and Quality. However we
also suggested a mediating role of Job Stressors that include Challenge and Hindrance
stressors, and work pressures in environment and creativity. Meanwhile our results have
shown that; only one variable of job stressors was significantly affected by Leader behavior,
POS and challenging work. While we could not meet our expectation that there is an effect of
creativity on innovation and motivation. We presume that our research will fulfil the gap
underlying with respect Pakistan 3 sectors of IT, Education and Advertising Agencies and
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will help the Scholars, Academicians Managers and Organization to focus on the right path as
suggested by this study.
We propose that this study was confined and is applicable in Pakistan and with 3 respective
sectors and responses were limited to best of time and availability, however we suggest that
results can be different if the sample and population differs. Therefore we presume that if the
study is to be conducted in several other private sectors, the results can be satisfying as well
as we recommend public sector for the future research and study over the same tenets of this
study.
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